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Abstract— In MANET, Guaranteed routing is one of the most 

emerging areas of research. Scheming protocol for ad hoc 

routing is a difficult task due to the unique in lack of 

fundamental authorization, node mobility, prevailing changes 

in topology, and limited availability of resources. MANETs 

are appropriate for emergency situations like Natural 

disasters or Military applications. Thus data transfer between 

two nodes must require security from black-hole attack in the 

MANET which is a malicious nodes that attracts the data 

packets by falsely advertising a fresh route to the destination. 

LEACH routing protocol is used for the detection and 

prevention of black-hole attack in MANETs has been 

proposed. It   observe the singular difference between the 

number of data packets received and forwarded by the node. 

If abnormal condition is detected, all the nodes will obscure 

the malicious nodes from the network. The analysis of the 

system performance has been improved in terms of Packet 

Delivery Ratio, Detection Rate (DR) and Throughput and 

simulation results obtained using ns2 simulator.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor networks are also called wireless sensor and 

actuator networks (WSAN), are spatially designed to monitor 

physical or environmental conditions, such as temperature, 

sound, pressure, etc. to co-ordinately pass their data through 

the network to a desired location. The development of 

wireless sensor networks was motivated by military 

applications such as battlefield surveillance today such 

networks are used in many industrial and consumer 

applications, such as industrial process monitoring and 

control, machine health monitoring, and so on. The WSN 

comprises of several hundreds or even thousands of nodes, 

where each node is connected to sensors which has typically 

several parts: a radio transceiver, a microcontroller, an 

electronic circuit for interfacing with the sensors and an 

energy source for energy harvesting. A sensor node might 

vary in size from small to grain of dust and cost of sensor 

nodes is similarly variable depending on the complexity of 

the individual sensor nodes. The topology of the WSNs can 

vary from a simple star network to an advanced multi-hop 

wireless mesh network [12].  

II. ROUTING CHALLENGES IN WSN 

Some of the factors that affect the routing protocols are 

A. Node Deployment: 

In WSN node deployment can be either deterministic or 

randomized. Optimal clustering becomes necessary to allow 

connectivity and enable energy efficient network operation. 

B. Energy Consumption:  

For the transmission of the signal multi hop routing will be 

more significance as it consumes less power than normal 

communication. Main factors that affect the sensor networks 

is the low power availability which depends upon the battery 

life time of sensors[12]. 

C. Data Transfer:  

The proper transfer of data from the sensors to the connected 

device without much wastage of energy and it should also 

maintain route stability can be done only when a proper 

routing is applied among the network. 

Tolerance and scalability: The routing scheme must be 

scalable to respond to the events, if any sensor or node gets 

failure due to loss in power should not affect the entire 

network as this may lead to total malfunction[12]. 

III. OVERVIEW OF BLACK HOLE  

In black hole attack, compromised node tries to attract all the 

traffic from its surrounding nodes. The compromised node 

generates false routing information to neighbouring nodes. 

This diverts all the traffic to the malicious node. Here, the 

malicious node advertises that it has high residual energy. By 

advertising this, malicious node becomes CH at each round. 

All the nodes send packets to the malicious node as it acts as 

a CH. The malicious node drops all packets and does not 

forward to BS. In summary, Black hole attack consists of two 

steps, attracting step and invading step. In attracting step the 

nodes attract other nodes by sending false information and in 

invading step the node invades the communication process 

and drops the packet. 

IV. LEACH PROTOCOL 

Leach protocol is a TDMA based MAC protocol. The main 

aim of this protocol is to improve the lifespan of wireless 

sensor networks by lowering the energy. Leach protocol 

consists of two phases: Set-up phase, Steady phase 

A. Set-up Phase 

In the set-up phase, the main goal is to make cluster and select 

the cluster head for each of the cluster by choosing the sensor 

node with maximum energy [3].Set-up phase has three 

fundamental steps: 

1) Cluster head advertisement 

2) Cluster set up 

3) Creation of transmission schedule 

During the first step cluster head sends the 

advertisement packet to inform the cluster nodes that they 

have become a cluster head on the basis of the following 

formula: T (n) is the threshold. Node becomes cluster head 

for the current round if the number is less than threshold T 

(n). Once node is elected as a cluster head then it cannot 
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become cluster head again until all the nodes of the cluster 

have become cluster head once. This is useful for balancing 

the energy consumption. In the second step, non-cluster head 

nodes receive the cluster head advertisement and then send 

join request to the cluster head informing that they are 

members of the cluster under that cluster head. All non-

cluster head nodes save a lot of energy by turning off their 

transmitter all the time and turn it on only when they have 

something to transmit to the cluster head [2].In third step, 

each of the chosen cluster head creates a transmission 

schedule for the member nodes of their cluster. TDMA 

schedule is created according to the number of nodes in the 

cluster. Each node then transmits its data in the allocated time 

schedule [3]. 

B. Steady Phase 

In steady phase, cluster nodes send their data to the cluster 

head. The member sensors in each cluster can communicate 

only with the cluster head via a single hop transmission. 

Cluster head aggregates all the collected data and forwards 

data to the base station either directly or via other cluster head 

along with the static route defined in the source code. After 

predefined time, the network again goes back to the set-up 

phase 

V. FRAMEWORK OUTCOME  

In order to clearly analyse and understand the effect of black 

hole attacks on LEACH protocols, some parameters have 

been considered that have been measured by NS2 Simulator. 

A. Number of Data Signals Received at BS 

The signals received at the BS as it is one of the major 

performance metrics to evaluate any routing protocol for 

WSN. It is clearly seen that number of data signals received 

at BS is more in LEACH protocol without any attack.  

B. Total Energy Consumption 

The total energy consumption is more in LEACH protocol 

without any attack. It even decreases more in case of black 

hole attack. The reason is that each sensor node consumes 

some energy while transmitting the packets. As the packets 

processed are more, the energy consumption increases. 

C. First Node Dies 

 From the computer simulation it is concluded that first node 

dies first in case of black hole attack as the malicious node 

consumes more energy by dropping all the packets. 

D. Number of Packets Transmitted 

 From the observation it is seen that the number of packets 

transmitted in LEACH Protocol is normal without any attack. 

Some packet loss occurs only due to the nature of wireless 

communication. When the malicious node acts as a black 

hole, it drops all the packets.  So naturally, number of packets 

transmitted is more without attack, then it will come down in 

case of sink hole attack and finally, it will be less in case of 

black hole attack.  

VI. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, the performance of LEACH protocols has been 

measured in presence of some malicious nodes. Particularly, 

we have measured the performance of WSN under black hole 

and sink hole attacks. In black hole attack, the malicious node 

acts like a cluster head and receives all the packets. But 

instead of forwarding the packets to the BS, it drops all the 

packets. The scenario is different in case of sink hole attack. 

The malicious node acts like a CH and receives all the packets 

from the neighbor nodes. We have considered that the 

malicious node drops the packet either at each 1ms time 

interval or each fourth packet transmitting from the source 

node. Many parameters such as no. of data signals received 

at the BS, total energy consumption, routing overhead, 

throughput etc. to check the performance of LEACH 

protocols. It has been concluded from the simulation results 

that LEACH perform poorly in presence of black hole 

attacks.Our future research will provide the information how 

to detect and prevent this type of attacks in Wireless Sensor 

Network. 
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